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Hello
parents
I'M HAYLEY HOBBS
Founder of Griffin Teaching
(in case you want to check my creds)
As an experienced teacher and tutor I have complete
confidence in my strategies and advice. For more than 20
years I have been preparing children for entry to some of our
top public and private schools (Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, St
Paul's, City of London, Francis Holland - Sloane Square and
Regents Park - Wellington College and Westminster). Hand
on heart I can say that I have made it my business to know
absolutely everything
about entrance exams (and how to
Make your trips go smoother and smarter with
prepare for them successfully).
these fun and cool travel gears.
But before going on, let me reassure you that I too have felt
your pain. My three boys have each been through rigorous
admissions processes to win places at their chosen schools,
and I was the usual mix of anxiety and stress at the time.
The killer techniques set out here will not only lift your child's
performance in the test considerably, but will save your family
time and sleepless nights along the way.
Guaranteed.
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What papers do the
candidates have to take?
Sevenoaks School is open about the content of their entrance
examinations. English and Maths papers from the past 10
years are available to download from their website. The
timings are set out on the front of each paper.
Although the school gives the impression of full disclosure,
there are some key details missing. The content and layout of
the accompanying verbal reasoning paper remains a mystery,
and there are no model answers provided for students to
work from.
The three exams are taken alongside an activity session and a
group interview.
Having prepared so many Sevenoaks students for both the
Year 7 and Year 9 exams over the years, I have studied these
papers in detail and managed to extract a full debrief from
each student after the event. Using this information, my
knowledge of their standard of work and performance on the
day, my Sevenoaks preparation club has been ridiculously
successful. Last year my students made up 10% of the intake.

BOOK A SEVENOAKS MOCK EXAM >>
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1.

ENSURE YOUR CHILD IS ON
TOP FORM ON THE DAY

Quote from one of this year's parents:
"Just to let you know that she's been given a place at
Sevenoaks. We’re really thrilled and are so grateful for all the
help you gave her. She really did need your tutoring!"
On-the-day strategy:
Tell your child that you are proud of the them and are
100% sure they have done enough to smash it. They
should feel good about what they DO know, and not
worry about what they don't.
Encourage wild karate-kicks somewhere with a bit of
space. Shake off that tension by being silly.
First thing that morning, get them outdoors for a few
minutes, on a trampoline or their bike.
Have a ready prepared playlist of ridiculously upbeat
tunes. Belt them out in the car and sing along. Or
embarrass yourselves singing them together as you walk.
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2.

KNOW YOUR ENEMY

Once you know the detail, knowledge is power...
The more familiar your child is with the layout and style of the
exam, the more they can use that information to their
advantage. The Sevenoaks Entrance Test comprises of:
English
Maths
Verbal Reasoning
Group interview
Assessed activity
Familiarise your child with the set-up
The exam day at Sevenoaks is surprisingly formal. Students
report that little is done to reassure them or put them at their
ease. Your child will not be phased by this if you explain it
beforehand. All staff are professional, focused and efficient.
My son was set his three exams in a row with no breaks. But
he was fully prepared, so this didn't surprise him.
At home, talk timings in and
around normal routines. Point
out specific bursts of time
(regular routines that take an
hour, half an hour, five minutes
etc) so that they begin to hold
greater meaning. Natural
familiarity with the timings will
lead to a more measured
performance on the day.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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3.

HIGHER LEVEL COMPREHENSION SKILLS

Comprehension strategy is key to exam success

Weaker exam candidates ramble in long, repetitive
paragraphs. My students look at layout first - they understand
how a six mark question needs to be broken down. And they
start a new line for each point, to help make the marker's life
easier. Having been faced with hundreds of scripts in bundles
(in my past life as an English KS2 SATs marker) I know what
makes an examiner's heart sing...
Comprehension strategy
Often the text is challenging to understand. Read calmly
for meaning and mood first. If you need experience of
higher-level inference-based content click the link below
(these are designed to be discussed aloud together).
Trust in your own opinion, but support it with a very short
quote and further explanation where appropriate.
When commenting on the impact of imagery, name the
technique the writer has employed. Next address the
image itself, and only finally link it back to the mood of the
piece. Short, carefully ordered sentences are best.
DOWNLOAD HIGHER-LEVEL COMPREHENSIONS
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4.

APPROACHING THE ENGLISH TIMINGS

A high-scoring comprehension takes time
Candidates often comment that they find it difficult to
complete the comprehension in the time set. It is unseen work
and they have so much interesting detail to include in their
answers (to address the mark scheme fully) that, even with
practice, they expect to over-run by five minutes.
The solution to this is to be well prepared for the creative
writing element of the paper. My students can write a
carefully-planned, high-scoring creative writing piece in 15 to
20 minutes without a moment's hesitation.
Writing task preparation gives tremendous confidence,
enabling students to produce their best work on the day.

CLICK HERE FOR SPELLING EXERCISES
DOWNLOAD OUR WRITING BOOKLET
Paragraph planning for tricky questions
Most children, when faced with
writing a non-fiction piece about life
as a cat, or a simple description of a
dramatic painting, will struggle to
develop their ideas past the first
paragraph.

GRIFFIN TEACHING

Send your child into the exam
knowing how to break these
challenges into three or four wellplanned paragraphs. This will help
them to produce a more sophisticated
written submission.
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5.

LITERARY TECHNIQUES

Inessential extras to raise your child's score

Dropping in appropriate literary terms will give your child's
English score extra polish. Get Google out and check they
have secured these terms:
metaphor, simile, personification
onomatopoeia, alliteration, hyperbole
pun, cliche, oxymoron
semantic field

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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6.

MAKING LINKS TO FAMILIAR GENRES

Going one step further
We are all familiar with various literary genres. Discuss these
with your child - they only need to make simple links (so don't
go too overboard with it).
Ask your child to consider the vocabulary and ideas of:
fairy tales (both enchanting and darker)
gothic mystery/horror
fantasy
detective and thriller stories
science fiction
action and adventure

Playing detective on the day
If an author mentions more than one
detail on a particular theme it is not
by accident, so comment on it.
An example would be a set of
religious words, 'church', 'pews' or
'organ pipes'.
Another would be references to
blood, 'crimson', 'blood-red',
'vermillion'.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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7.

TACKLING THE VERBAL REASONING

What form does this exam take?
The verbal reasoning paper is one-hour long and most
children comment afterwards that it is 'very long'. Expect
around 80 questions. There is a mix of single word answers,
coded letter answers and multiple-choice options. Towards
the end there are some longer problems set.
To prepare, your child will need to cover the 25 to 30
different types of verbal reasoning that the paper will cover.
It's useful to know that there are three key types of content:
vocabulary questions
letter code questions
numerical questions
Strategy tip
Letter code questions can be slow to complete - even by
those who are really good at them. Remind your child that
they should tackle all the questions they can, before
spending time on a coding section. The risk is that they run
out of time and never get to later (quicker) vocabulary ones.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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8.

STRATEGY TIPS FOR
THE MATHS PAPER

An overview of the paper
The maths paper is an hour long and set up in a logical way. It
begins with simple calculations and ends with a handful of
challenging problems.
The maths department likes to pack it with algebra. And there
is usually a set of BIDMAS questions including manipulation
of negative numbers somewhere in the first half of the paper.
A strategy for boosting accuracy
A common concern parents approach me with is lack of
accuracy. They know their child has the ability to score highly
on the day but are frustrated by their ability to jettison marks
by accident as they progress through the questions.
Make it a really big thing that they always show their workings.
Often questions are given three marks and a wrong answer
will earn zero. Workings alongside that wrong answer might
push that score up to two marks out of the three. What a
waste otherwise...
When revising, mark your child's work one page at a time.
Early errors will be noted and accuracy will quickly improve.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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9.

THE SCHOOL VISIT

Giving it your best shot

Yes the school is looking for polite, enthusiastic, able students
- but you know that already.
Follow the steps on page six to banish any jitters on the day.
Tips and tricks to watch out for:
Copious notes are taken on each child throughout the day.
In academic group sessions subtle tricks are employed only one pen might be offered between six children. Staff
watch to see how that plays out.
As the day develops tiredness creeps in, and with that, best
behaviour can slip. Send your child in with bags of energy
so that they can keep going when others start to flag.
In sport, schools are looking for skill and energy, but
teachers are also interested in your child's communication
skills. Students are expected to be positive and to
encourage all team members. Full participation is key (even
if sport leaves them cold).
Most top schools are looking for students keen to get
involved in all areas. Demonstrate great communication and
willingness to work well as a team in every challenge set.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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10.

THE INTERVIEW

A useful preparation strategy
Here's a quick interview training activity. In the car or around
the house in the week or so before the interview - pose the
same two questions over and over again. 'Why do you want
to come to Sevenoaks School?' and 'What will your
contribution to school life be?' Make the process a bit of a
joke.
Interviewers hate rehearsed answers, so discourage parroting
the same words. Encourage your child to feel comfortable
with their answers and to play around with thoughts and
ideas - adding and taking away elements as they chat.
Prepare a question that fits Sevenoaks School itself...

Dig about on the website beforehand and look for genuine
areas of interest - a new sport, a social activity or a trip away.
Anything that grabs your child's attention and they're keen to
discuss. Don't try to be worthy - the interviewer will see
through faked areas of interest.
Sevenoaks conducts interviews in groups and has a particular
approach to these sessions. For specific advice please click the
button below to find out about our 1-2-1 interview training
sessions (conducted in person or via zoom).

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW TRAINING >>

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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Let me help your
child gain a place at
Sevenoaks School
Here's how I can help:
Book an individual interview training session. We can do
these in person or on zoom. One session is all your child will
need to ensure an impressive performance on the day.
Book our Sevenoaks School Mock Exam (includes carefullymatched exam, a group interview and detailed feedback and
support).
Drop your child into our weekly club programme where one
of our lovely tutors will hand-hold them through the content.
Zoom classes are available for those who live outside the
West Kent area where we are based.
Download one of our three Comprehension Booklets, created
to develop the skill of inference. They focus on higher-level
interpretation of the text and are designed to be discussed
aloud together.
Download my fantastic Writing Booklet. It will enable your
child to create quick, high-scoring writing samples against the
clock.

GRIFFIN TEACHING
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LOOKING FOR MORE
SEVENOAKS SCHOOL
INFORMATION?
Our website is packed with information and advice. Click the
button below and have good rummage in your own time...

CLICK HERE
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SEVENOAKS ENTRANCE TEST EXPERTISE

